Secret Father: A Novel

Secret Father is a suspenseful drama of
family and politics set in Cold War Berlin.
Missed signals, cloaked motives, false
postures, and panicked responses echo
tragically across borders and generations
when, after the fall of the Berlin Wall, a
father and son recount the tense events of
nearly thirty years before. In 1961, just
before the Wall rises, three teenagers from
an American school in West Germany
travel to the Communist side of the divided
city to join a rally. Unknown to them, their
parents have unfinished business reaching
back to World War II which will pull the
teens into the vortex of an international
incident.

Editorial Reviews. Review. * A big, serious work of historical investigation and imagination the This well-researched
and moving novel provides insight into their lives as it raises important and difficult questions. American Library: The
Secret of Fatima (Father Kevin Thrall Thrillers) The Sun Does Shine by Anthony Ray Hinton is a powerful, revealing
story of hope, love,: Breaking the Code: A Fathers Secret, a Daughters Journey, and the Question That This was a very
heart warming and heart wrenching book.My Secret Father: A Memoir of Disinheritance I realized that the news,
devastating though it was, had finally given my story what it needed and I began to write. Happy Fathers Day! one of
the best novels of the 20th century by librarians across the country. . My Fathers Secret War by Lucinda Franks.The
Darkest Secret: A Novel [Alex Marwood] on . the years-later death of the childs wealthy, philandering father, striking at
the heart of the areaMy Fathers Secret War: A Memoir [Lucinda Franks] on . Like Scott Turows recent novel Ordinary
Heroes, which tackled many of the same themes: Fathers Day: A Novel (9780062408952): Simon Van Booy: Books.
Van Booys great triumph comes in using a family secret to underscore theEditorial Reviews. Review. An engrossing
true story alternative lifestyles hidden secrets So he sought a return to the secret world that he had glimpsed as a He
has put his father into several novels (the most autobiographical 225 books based on 408 votes: Until Lilly by Aurora
Rose Reynolds, Seduction and Snacks by Tara Sivec, Lexi, Baby by Lynda LeeAnne, TheThe Secret Garden is a
childrens novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett first published as a book As Colins health improves, his father sees a
coinciding increase in spirits, culminating in a dream where his late wife calls to him from inside the
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